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IN THIS ISSUE

Hindu Dharma and the culture practiced by the Hindu
community makes a significant contribution for the
benefit of humanity. HSS Australia works to develop
unity and harmony in the Hindu community to
effectively promote these salient features to build a
strong Australian-Hindu community






Veersavarkar Shakha Sahal
Makara Sankranthi Utsav
Holi Utsav
Vishva Sangh Shibir Expereiences

Message from SanghachAlak
Aatmeeya swayamsevak and sevikA bandhu bhaginees, kAyakartAs,
At the onset, on behalf of HSS Sydney, I wish you all a very happy, healthy and fulfilling
‘vilambi nAma samvatsara’ ! It is lore that prabhu shreerAm was born in this nAma
samvatsara. He is indeed our idol in all matters dharma, verily proclaimed as ‘rAmo
vigrahavAn dharmaH’ and ‘maryAdA puruShottma’ !
On the streams of various shAkhAs in Sydney and in other cities, the little waves of activities
in the form of various utsavs, sahals and khel pratiyogitAs are slowly gathering momentum.
Swayamsevaks, sevikAs and kAryakartAs are finding themselves in baiThaks after baiThaks
discussing various strategies to enhance the quality experience of each activity. We also find
ourselves participating and contributing our bit to various beautiful programs organised by
parivAr bodies.
This is a good sign viewed in many a perspective. We realise that there is meaningful life
beyond satisfying our daily needs, whims and fancies! We also realise that we can make time
to do satisfying and meaningful voluntary work after hours on week-days too! We need not
entangle ourselves into the ‘weekend only for life’ limiting concept. We are breaking free of
this mental block.
After a resounding successful show of solidarity and strength of all Hindus at the Hindu
Sangam 2017, we are now getting prepared for our flagship annual event, the 7 day residential ‘Training Camp’, ‘sangha shikShA varga 2018’. This time it is in Sydney and the planning
teams are almost in the final stages of preparations and excited.
We will be fortunate to have two mAnyavar adhikArees from bhArat for SSV2018. Our beloved prachArak shree bheeShmAji will be back to relate new real life adventures. We also
welcome mAnaneeyA geetAkkAji, dakShiN prAnt kAryavAhikA of rAShTra sevikA samiti, bhArat. The biggest highlight of this varga would be that all shikshak/shikshikA team are our very
own swayamsevak/sevikAs who learned the ropes here in Australia ! This is a dream come
true for many a nourishing swayamsevak/sevikAs within Australia, bhArat and vishwa-vibhAg.
From here we grow in leaps and bounds!
Let us see you all SSV2018 in Sydney in April. We celebrate our togetherness in style and
sanskRiti.
Yours in service,
Nihal Agar
Sanghachaalak, HSSSYD
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Upcoming Events
Sangh Siksha Varga (SSV) 2018 camp : 17th April (Evening) - 25th April @Baden-Powell
Scout Centre Pomona Street Pennant Hills NSW
Sangh Siksha Varga (SSV) 2018 concluding ceremony : 25th April 10:00 AM onwards
@Baden-Powell Scout Centre Pomona Street Pennant Hills NSW
Khel Pratiyogita : 12th May. Time and Venue to be announced
Bauddhik Varga : 19th May from 2:30 PM to 5 PM at Café Gateway 63 Parramatta Rd
Lidcombe

Veersavarkar Shakha Sahal to
Historic Audley boatshed &

Wattamolla beach, Royal national park!

On 21st Oct 2017, Veersavarkar shakha had sahal (picnic)
at Historic Audley Boatshed and at nearby Wattamolla
beach in Royal national park. Audley boatshed was established 1893, providing row a boat, Aqua bikes, paddle a
canoe/kayak along Kangaroo Creek or the Hacking River,
for a very relaxing time.
The views are breathtaking. Lady Carrington Drive runs
alongside the Hacking River, from Audley Weir to the Waterfall Weir, taking through rain forest and lush bushland,
which is a must for birdwatching etc.
Around 27 members from Shakha attended the sahal. As
Veersavarkar shakha is very enthusiastic and energetic
and all of us love to travel, every year they go to different
places which amuse and cater for all balgan, yuva and Tarun gan.
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As planned, we all reached the boatshed and had
scrumptious breakfast and began our day. We all did
pedal boating, rode aqua boats and did kayaking.
From the outset everyone was joyful and forgot our
actual age immersing ourselves in the nature.
As our stomach’s rumbled with hunger, we all had
delicious meal prepared by everyone. Some of the
members had to leave for other commitments hence
we gathered to have our regular shakha routines, did
Prarthana and dispersed from there to the nearest
Wattamolla beach.
Wattamolla Beach, with its lagoon, waterfall, picnic
area and lookout, is a beautiful, isolated spot in the
Royal National Park. It is a true oasis of natural
beauty.
Children decided to swim in the lagoon as it was very
catchy with its calm waters making it a perfect spot
for swimming, snorkelling, liloing or kayaking. Later in
the evening our beautiful ladies served us some Tea
with snacks which gave us the strength to drive back
home.
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Makara Sankranthi Utsav
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh has kicked off 2018 with a new Bhag level structure giving
opportunities for multiple shakhas in close proximity to be able to celebrate utsavs together and
further enhance the camaraderie and personal bond between swayamsevaks, sevikas and the
wider Hindu community.
Hills Bhag
Sunday 4 February 2018 saw the coming together of Arjun, Veer Sarvarkar, Rani Lakshmibai and Dhruv (Balagokulum) shakhas at
Gooden Reserve to celebrate Makar Sankranti
on a beautiful sunny day with just enough
breeze to excite those who looked forward to
kite flying on this special occasion.

Nihalji Sydney Sanghachalak and karyakartas
from the National and Sydney mahanagar
team provided guidance and support. Chandrakant Kulkarniji and two karyakartas from
Brisbane, Jogendraji and Harshji were also
present.

With over 100 sankhya, the group was divided
into Bal, Kishor, Tarun and Mahila ganas for
khel. All of the participants enjoyed a number
of well-planned games appropriate for their
age groups that stimulated their minds and
bodies. It was great to see some of our more
mature aged swayamsevaks showing they are
still young at heart.

The boudhik sessions were also run in the
respective ganas to ensure that the key
messages of Makar Sankranti were shared
in a way that everyone understood. From
hearing our knowledgeable speakers, it was
clear that Makar Sankranti represents a time
of change, not only in the natural world, but
also within ourselves as we take stock of the
past and resolve to change for the better in
the coming year.
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West Bhag

The boudhik vaktas shared stories from past
Makar sakranthi ustasv for Sydney west bhag
and present that represented positive
change and great examples for us all to fol- was held on 20 Jan-2017 at Holroyd Gardens
low.
Pitts street Merryland park from 4:00 PM to
5:30 PM. Swayamsevaks and Sevikas from
As everyone regrouped for the final stages of Keshav Shakha, Abhimanyu Shakha, Vivekathe utsav, Jayaji Hubli, Karyawahika of Rani nand Shakha and Shivaji Shakha have attended the utsav. Utsav started at sharp 4:00 PM
Lakshmibai Shakha, rounded off the utsav
by thanking all the karyakartas who assisted with the wishtle from Mukhya Shikshika Sahan
in preparations and execution and invited
Ji. Dhwaja was done by Nitin Ji from shivaji
everyone to stay for refreshments and kite
shakha and Shankhya was taken by Vinay Ji
flying.
from Keshav shakha. After ustsav started,
Swayamsevaks and Sevikas were divided into
four gana. Gana 1 was for Shishu and Bal,
Gana 2 was for Yuva, Gana 3 was for Tarun
and Praudh Swayamsevak and Gana 4 was
for Tarun and Praudh sevikas. Shreya Ji took
saririk for bal gana , Ankita ji took sharirik for
yuva gana, Shreejith Ji/Sujay Ji took saririk for
Tarun gana and Ramani Ji took sarirk for Tarun Mahila gana.
Light exercise, Surya namaskar and Khels
were done as part of saririk. After sharirik finished, Swayamsevaks and Sevikas sat together in three gana for baudhik.

Geet, Subhashit, Vaktaparichay and baudhik
were done separately in three gana. For Bal
gana Geet, Subhashit, Vakta parichay and
baudhik done by Kiran Ji, Kavya ji, Kiran Ji
and Harsha Ji respectively.
For Yuva gana Geet, Subhashit, Vakta
parichay and baudhik done by Yamini Ji, Nilesh
ji, Ameya Ji and Chinmayi Ji respectively.
For Tarun gana Geet, Subhashit, Vakta parichay and baudhik done by Sujay Ji, Susheel
ji, Amit Ji and Shivkumar Ji respectively.

After baudhik all the Swayamsevaks and Sevikas assembled for Vikira, Parathana done by
Pranav ji.
After vikira, all the shakahs sit separately to
discuss about the numbers from their respective shakhaks. After that refreshment was
provided and kite flying was done by a few
Swayamsevaks and Sevikas. Total attendance was 108.
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South West Bhag
It was a pleasant day between 25~27 degree Celsius with a mixture of drizzle & Sunlight on
the 3rd of February 2018.
South western bhaag core team decided to have the shankranthi utsav on this day with couple
of meetings and few telephone conferences. Initially the core team was led by our vibrant
Yuva pramukh Vaishnavi Ramyavaran to plan and guide the team to perform the utsav in a
shaka way. It was planned to have the utsav for about 90 mins from 4.00pm to 5.30pm.
The program started with assembling karyakarthas hosting the dwaj, forming different Gana’s
according to their age for Sharirk activities. There was a 20 min sharirk activity and then
formed 2 Gana’s for Bhaudhik one for the kids (Shishu, Bal, Kishore & Yuva) and the other for
the elders (Tarun & Praud).

At the start of Bhaudhik for kids we had Geet by Vaishnavi ji Sampath for kids, Subhashit by
Bhakthi Ji, Amruthvachan by Neerathi ji, Vaktha Parichay by Maitri ji and Bauddhik by Siri
Srinivas ji.
In the second Gana for elders Geet was by Archana ji, Subhashit by Sampath ji, Amrutvachan
by Madhavi ji, vaktha parichay by Anitha ji & Bauddhik by Karpagalakshmi ji.
Once bhaudhik was completed both Gana’s came together to close the shaka with Parthana
by Meghana ji and Dwaj Avarohan by Ankitha ji.
Later there were few announcements done by Manju ji in relation to Shaks’s upcoming activities then we split to have snacks (Samosa, Sauce, Halwa & Juice) organized by Anand ji
Theertha & Raju Ji.
The final sankya for the utsav of South Western Bhaag was 75
The year has started very well and the Bhag level utsav has brought together hearts and
minds from all shakhas to meet and grow closer together to achieve our ultimate goal of Hindu
Sanghathan
A crow lived in the forest and was absolutely satisfied in life. But one day he saw a swan. “This swan is so
white,” he thought, “and I am so black. This swan must be the happiest bird in the world.”
He expressed his thoughts to the swan. “Actually,” the swan replied, “I was feeling that I was the happiest bird
around until I saw a parrot, which has two colours. I now think the parrot is the happiest bird in creation.” The
crow then approached the parrot. The parrot explained, “I lived a very happy life until I saw a peacock. I have
only two colors, but the peacock has multiple colours.”
The crow then visited a peacock in the zoo and saw that hundreds of people had gathered to see him. After the
people had left, the crow approached the peacock. “Dear peacock,” the crow said, “you are so beautiful. Every
day thousands of people come to see you. When people see me, they immediately shoo me away. I think you
are the happiest bird on the planet.”
The peacock replied, “I always thought that I was the most beautiful and happy bird on the planet. But because
of my beauty, I am entrapped in this zoo. I have examined the zoo very carefully, and I have realized that the
crow is the only bird not kept in a cage. So for past few days, I have been thinking that if I were a crow, I could
happily roam everywhere.”
That’s our problem too. We make unnecessary comparison with others and become sad. We don’t value what
God has given us. This all leads to the vicious cycle of unhappiness. Learn to be happy in what you have instead of looking at what you don’t have. There will always be someone who will have more or less than you
have. Person who is satisfied with what he/she has, is the happiest person in the world.
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Holi Utsav 2018
Festival of colours and Joy

In 2018 HSS YUVA decided to approach the Holi Festival in an innovative and fresh manner.
Our fresh approach to Holi included ideas such as carnival rides, a dance floor, food stalls and
much more. The atmosphere on the day was electrifying and full of colour. Looking back on
the day, few key aspects became the contributing factors towards the events success, these
factors include, free-for all centric activities instead of structured activities, teamwork and the
rationing of colours. This year, the YUVA team focused more on strengthening university students participation through extensive marketing and word of mouth operations at variety of top
universities like the University of New South Wales. Furthermore the YUVA team also passed
fliers around the Indian community and regularly marketed the festival on most social media
platforms. This year’s Holi Utsav was fun for all ages and next year everyone is welcome to join
in on the fun.
Firstly, the decision to have mostly free-for-all centric activity for the whole event instead of
just a portion of the event was definitely the right decision and increased the enjoyment of the
attendees. This is because the free-for-all allowed everyone to connect with everyone for prolonged periods of time. However there was fun and exciting activities like pyramid building and
sponge-throw that added variety to the event. Secondly the management of colour on the day
was structured and this allowed colour to be used from beginning of the event to the ending of
the event as well as give everyone access to colour so no one missed out. The colour was
structured by having 5 separate tables with each table only giving out one colour in cups. This
was an improvement on last year in the sense that last year all the colours were given out at
once in a central area and the rationing of colour didn’t take place, evidently colour ran out very
quickly. The Yuva team was able to take feedback and create a practical solution.

This year’s Holi has received a variety of positive reviews from people of all backgrounds both
Sangh background and outside of Sangh background. More specifically people outside of
Sangh gave feedback which consisted of positive reviews about the event. Rishab
Nandagopal, a first-time attendee of Sangh events and Yuva events communicated that “The
Holi event was really fun and loved that the access to colours did have any monetary requirements.” Other people of non-Sangh backgrounds also expressed the family friendliness and
how no-one was left out. People from Sangh background have communicated that this year’s
Holi event was a refreshing take on the iconic Hindu Festival. More specifically Manjunath Venkatesh ji, a swayamsevak from his childhood and Karyavaha of Sydney felt the festival was
“well planned and executed, good activities and coordination amongst the Yuva Team. Happy
that Sangh is in good hands.”
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Overall, through teamwork and using feedback, the
Yuva team was able to successfully run the Holi
Festival and maximise the enjoyment for everyone.
Fresh new ideas such as the carnival-like setting of
the utsav as well having no structured events and
implementing a free-for-all centric idea for holi.
Furthermore, the positive feedback from people
from both Sangh background and non-Sangh background expressed the success of the event. The
Yuva Team cordially welcomes everyone to attend
next year’s Holi Utsav with all their family and
friends for a day of family fun.

Vishva Sangh Shibir (My tryst with RSS)
Experience from a Karyakartha
End of last year, I had the opportunity to attend RSS’s NRI camp in Indore, aptly named Vishva Sangh Shibir (VSS). My association with Sangh began only in mid-2014 and that too in a
very informal casual measure, due to a chanced meeting with a dynamic young PhD student in
Hong Kong, Abhishek Upadhyay. Abhishek comes from the Sangh background. He suggested
I should visit HK shakha and see for myself what RSS really is. So I did and I liked the fellow
Sanghis enough to continue visiting whenever work and travel permitted. But this was going to
be my first formal RSS camp ever. I really didn’t know what to expect.
As Indore approached, I was already having second thoughts about my decision to attend the
camp. Thankfully sense prevailed and I went along. I am glad I did, in the next few days my life
was going to change, forever! I got off the train and a young man with a big VSS board took
me to the meeting point, where I met my first set of co-shibirarthis.
Participants
If that mix of a group I met at the station was anything to go by, I was going to have quite an
experience at the camp, at least from the diversity point of view. There were 2 people from
Kenya, one of them was a beautiful Marwari girl in her mid-20s, and this was already her
3rd camp (to note: VSS camps happen once every 5 years!). There was a young man in early
30s from Russia; a businessman from Thailand; a couple from Chicago; and one other elderly
couple from UK with their very suave looking daughter (This woman, super humble and nice,
as it turns out, has a celebrity status amongst the hi-flyer fashionistas of Mumbai and London,
something I found out only recently, after Facebook befriending!).

As we reached the venue, more people came my way. There were about 750 total participants, ~300 of which were women and ~50 kids. They came from all walks of life. There were
PhDs, Post Docs in Pure Sciences, Nuclear Chemistry, Theology, Humanities and Sanskrit;
there were Doctors, Biochemists, Neurosurgeons, Bankers, Engineers, Film Makers, Indologists, Home makers and many young aspiring students.
They came from across the globe, from UK, US, Australia, Africa, Middle East, Canada, Bangladesh, Nepal, Myanmar, European Union and also Botswana, Suriname, Fiji. To put things
into perspective, overseas RSS, i.e. HSS (Hindu Svayamsevak Sangh) has shakhas running
in over 49 countries across the global where people of Indian origin live.
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Amongst other things, what I found extremely encouraging, was meeting some people who
conversed in Sanskrit as their first language. Not something they grew up with, but had managed to learn and live in the past few years.
But why are these people here? So many of them being second generation Indians, unlike me
(I am a fraud NRI as most of you know, in the sense I am born and brought up in desh), these
guys did not really have the “janmbhoomi” connection to India? The answer to this, I was to
shortly find out.
Venue and Arrangements
The camp was held at Emerald Heights International School in Indore. As we entered the
block, there were signboards of Vishwa Sangh Shibir everywhere, but what caught my eye
was the HSS logo proclaiming “Svayamev Mrugendrata (स्वयमेव मृगेन्द्रता) and the VSS logo,
which said “Vayam Vishwam Jagaryem (वयं ववश्वं जागरयेम्)”. The significance of the two, I was
to understand only later.
Emerald Heights International is a huge residential school and extremely well done. Our sessions were to be held in the educational block and accommodation was arranged in the residential block. Rooms, bathrooms were simple, but spic and span.
Over 200 local karyakartas (men and women, from in and around Indore) had been working for
over a year planning and arranging for this event, ensuring every need of ours was taken care
of. Every day they woke up before us and slept after us (if at all), but not once did we see them
not smiling. None of them was getting a dime paid for the work, instead that had taken time off
from their regular jobs and their families just to be at the camp and serve. Some commendable
and inspiring discipline, humility and Seva bhav was on display.
For all the criticism we’ve seen of RSS in mainstream media, one thing has always stood out –
the selfless service of RSS volunteers in times of any natural or man-made calamity. What I
saw at the camp was but a brief purview of the same.

Refer below link for observations and takeaways by the author
https://dharmorakshtirakshitah.wordpress.com/2016/01/31/vishva-sangh-shibir-my-tryst-withrss/
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बलवानप्यशक्तोऽसौ धनवानवि वनधधनः |
श्रुतवानवि मूर्खोऽसौ यो धमधववमुर्खो जनः ||
अर्ाध त् : जो व्यक्तक्त धमध ( कतधव्य ) से ववमुर्ख होता है वह ( व्यक्तक्त ) बलवान् हो कर भी असमर्ध , धनवान् हो कर भी
वनधधन तर्ा ज्ञानी हो कर भी मूर्खध होता है |
Meaning:
The person who is not aligned with righteous thought and action, is considered weak even if he
is physically strong, is seen as poor even if he possesses a lot of wealth, and is counted among
fools even if he is highly educated!
संरोहात्यविना दग्धं वनं िरशुना हतम्। वाचा दु रूक्तं भीभत्सं न संरोहवत वाक्षतम्।।
saMrohAtyagninA dagdhaM vanaM paraShunA hataM,
vAchA duruktaM bheebhatsaM na saMrohati vAkShataM |
In mahAbhArata bheeshmAchArya says to yudhishthira "The forest which gets destroyed due to
fire or cut down by the axe will grow again in time, but the wound caused to the mind due to
bad and harsh words will not heal easy.”
This subhAShita therefore advises, speak with compassion to all. The human mind is so sensitive and delicate that it doesn't easily recover from even the smallest insult caused to it.

Numeral Notations
Indians, as early as 500 BCE, had devised a
system of different symbols for every number
from one to nine. This notation system was
adopted by the Arabs who called it
the hind numerals. Centuries later, this notation
system was adopted by the western world who
called them the Arabic numerals as it reached
them through the Arab traders.

Fibbonacci Numbers
The Fibonacci numbers and their sequence
first appear in Indian mathematics
as mātrāmeru, mentioned by Pingala in connection with the Sanskrit tradition of prosody.
Later on, the methods for the formation of
these numbers were given by mathematicians Virahanka, Gopala and Hemacandra ,
much before the Italian mathematician
Fibonacci introduced the
fascinating sequence to Western European mathematics.
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Shakhas in Sydney
#

Name of the Suburb
Shakha

Address

Day

1

Abhimanyu

Homebush

Fritzgerald Park, Strathfield Saturday
Library, Abbotsford Rd

3-4pm

2

Keshav

Parramatta

Jublie Park, jublie Lane,

Sunday

8-9:15am Amit ji Patel
0433894020

Point of

Reid Ave, Westmead

Sunday

9-10am

Nitin ji Navale
0423592805

Contact

Harris Park
Westmead

Timing

Vijaynarayan ji
0433983228

3

Shivaji

4

Vivekananda Wentworthville

Lytton St Park next to
Wentworthville gardens

Saturday

4-5pm

Sateesh ji
0415784704

5

Veer

Girraween

Civic park, Targo Rd, Girraween

Saturday

4:15pm5:30pm

Suhas ji Rane
0471721159

6

Arjun

Quakers Hill

Quakers Hill Park, Walker
St, Quakers Hill

Saturday

4-5pm

Arun ji Mistry
0410346804

7

Madhav

Liverpool

Riverpark drive, Liverpool

Sunday

8-9am

Sampath ji
0418457954

8

Ekalavya

Wattle Grove 100 Australis Ave, Holsworthy

Saturday

5-6pm

Satish ji Yadav
0411355020

9

Rani

Baulkham
Hills

Gooden Reserve, Gooden
Dr, Entry via Kanili Ave

Sunday

8:30am9:45am

Smt Jaya ji Hubli
0406059975

5 Florentia Street

Sunday

8-9am

Smt Lakshmi ji
0433421977

Lakshmi Bai
10

Not yet
named

Glenfield

11

Not yet
named

West Hoxton Greenway Park, Greenway Sunday
Drive

4-5:30pm Kum Ankita ji

12

Not yet
named

Hurstville

8-9am

13

Balagokulam Seven Hills

Troy park, Corner of Donald Street & Low Street

Sunday

5 Artillery Cres, Seven Hills Sunday

(Dhruv)

0425559490

2-3:30pm Smt Laksmi ji
0432666194

Contact Us
https://www.facebook.com/hss.sydney

sydney@hssaus.org

https://twitter.com/hss_sydney
https://plus.google.com/116900977621777054729/about
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